This article presents a method to identify good and bad grain and then they will be classified and processed. 
INTRODUCTION
Rice color separating is the high speed image processing system (frame> 1000 frames / s), it is able to classify many types different colors of rice (white, yellow, crimson...) to determine the best kind of rice that is pure white.
For identifying accurately and promptly, we use the CCD line camera system has rate up to 18500 frame / s [1] with a reference appropriate wavelength. We tested the layout system such as Identifying the food grain and evaluating its quality using pattern classification is done by Sanjivani Shantaiyai, et al., [8] . H. Rautio and O.Silvn [9] carried out experiment to determine the average grain size and classified using morphology and texture features. This paper presents resorting rice using the technique Image
Processing and Optical. build the image of size n * v * t> 3mm n> 3 mm / (5m / s * 55us) = 11 points, we could be easily built 11x11 matrix to perform color processing rice. Thus the higher the frequency will get good quality, but the system must be bright enough.
From the collected data of matrix, we implement to estimate the threshold and use EROSION algorithm to solve high speed identifying.
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